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Errata
Expansion Setup Correction
The last paragraph in the “Expansion Setup” section 
should read “Shuffle the 16 green Corruption cards into a 
stack, then shuffle the 16 red Corruption cards into a dif-
ferent stack. Then, place the green stack on top of the red 
stack to form a single Corruption deck. Place this deck 
near the other Special cards.”

Location Encounters Correction
A Ma’s Boarding House encounter begins “Ma asks you 
to give her a hand moving a piano…” There are two 
Pass outcomes. The second, “you lose 1 Stamina and are 
delayed,” should be the Fail outcome.

Spells Correction
The text of the Call Ancient One spell should read, 
“Discard X monster and/or gate trophies (to a maximum of 
7), then cast and discard this spell to immediately awaken 
the Ancient One. Then, remove X doom tokens from its 
doom track.”

Frequently Asked Questions
Unique Items
Q: What happens if you use Naacal Key at a location 
where there is already a gate open after moving there? 
Does it allow you to change the gate present there, or does 
it cause a monster surge?
A: It is only usable at a location with no gate.

Q: Is a doom token added to the doom track when an 
investigator opens a gate with the Naacal Key?
A: No.

Q: Do I have to be using the Ritual Blade in combat to 
gain +1 to Spell checks?
A: No, you do not have to use it in combat to make use of 
its secondary abilities.

Spells
Q: How does Kate Winthrop’s [AH] Science! ability affect 
Summon Monster (Spell)?
A: She can’t use it, nor can it be used by an investigator in 
her location or street area.

Corruption Cards
Q: When an investigator’s Call the Beast card is triggered 
can he choose to exchange a monster in the Sky with a 
monster in the Outskirts that is not a flying monster?
A: No.

Q: If after closing or sealing a gate, Norman Withers [IH] 
uses his In the Stars ability to change the gate’s dimen-
sional symbol for the purposes of removing monsters, 
is the symbol he changed it to also used for removing 
Corruption Cards?
A: Yes.

Monsters
Q: Do the Children of the Goat and the Dark Druid get 
returned to the box if Abhoth [DH] is the Ancient One? 
A: Yes.

Q: When a Child of the Goat or the Dark Druid is drawn, 
does it get placed on the Ancient One sheet if Rhan-Tegoth 
[IH] is the Ancient One?
A: Yes.

Q: Do the Children of the Goat and the Dark Druid count 
towards Personal Stories [IH] that require a Cultist tro-
phy?
A: Yes.

Q: Do the Children of the Goat and the Dark Druid deal 
Stamina damage of 4 if Yig [AH] is the Ancient One?
A: Yes.

Q: Do the Children of the Goat and the Dark Druid gain 
the same abilities and movement types given to Cultists by 
the current Ancient One?
A: Yes.

Q: Does combat end when you’re delayed by Child of the 
Goat? What happens if you’re both delayed and knocked 
unconscious?
A: Yes, combat ends. If a delayed investigator is knocked 
unconscious or driven insane, or if an investigator 
becomes delayed at the same time as he is knocked uncon-
scious or driven insane, ignore the delayed status.
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Q: If an investigator becomes delayed by Child of the 
Goat during the Movement Phase, can he stand his marker 
back up during the same Movement Phase or must he wait 
until the next turn?
A: The next turn.

Q: If Yig [AH] is the Ancient One, does the Dark Druid 
reduce his Combat rating from -2 to +0 since he is “treat-
ed as a Cultist?”
A: Correct, the Dark Druid is worse instead of better.

Q: The Dark Druid is a green border monster. Does he 
move like a black border monster? 
A: Yes.

Q: If the Dark Druid travels along a Black/White arrow as 
a result of a hexagon dimensional symbol appearing in the 
white movement box of a Mythos Card, is his movement 
ability activated? Or, is it only activated when the hexagon 
dimensional symbol appears in the black movement box of 
a Mythos Card? Is the ability activated even if the Dark 
Druid doesn’t move?
A: It is only activated when a hexagon dimensional sym-
bol appears in the black movement box on a Mythos Card 
whether the Dark Druid moves or not. 

Q: With the Dark Druid’s movement ability, what does the 
phrase, “all other monsters move on black,” mean? 
A: After normal monster movement is resolved, each 
monster on the board (but not in the Outskirts or the Sky) 
moves as if it were a black-bordered monster and its 
dimensional symbol appeared in the black movement box 
of a Mythos Card. 

Q: Does the Dark Druid’s movement ability open Rifts 
[KH]?
A: No.

Q: When an Ancient One changes the movement type of 
Cultists, is the Dark Druid’s special movement ignored? 
A: No.

Mythos Cards
Q: When you draw the Strange Sightings Mythos card, do 
you roll randomly to find out which is the primary surging 
gate?
A: It is the first player’s choice. 

Q: When resolving the Strange Sightings Mythos card, 
does the monster surge happen during the Open Gate and 
Spawn Monster step or during the Activate Mythos Ability 
step?
A: During the Open Gate and Spawn Monster step. 

Gate Bursts
Q: If a Gate Burst occurs at Kate Winthrop’s [AH] loca-
tion, what happens? Does she prevent a Gate Burst from 
removing a seal?
A: The Gate Burst is completely prevented. The seal 
remains.

Q: If a Gate Burst is prevented for whatever reason, do 
flying monsters still move? If Atlach-Nacha [KH] is the 
Ancient One, does every Mythos Card with a gate cause 
the flying monsters to move?
A: Yes to both.

Q: If a Gate Burst occurs at a location which already has 
an open gate is there a monster surge?
A: Yes.

The Black Goat of the Woods Herald
Q: The rules for setup say all hexagon monsters form 
a second monster cup. Does this include The Bloated 
Woman (Mask monster) [AH] which is a hexagon monster 
also?
A: Only if Nyarlathotep [AH] is the Ancient One.

Q: What happens if you are supposed to draw a monster 
from each of the two cups during a new gate but there are 
none left in one cup?
A: Each monster that would be drawn from the empty cup 
is drawn from the other cup instead.

Q: When drawing monsters during a monster surge, in 
what order do you draw the monsters? From which cup do 
you draw first?
A: Alternate between cups when drawing, starting with the 
normal monster cup.

Q: If hexagon monsters get returned to the monster cup 
for whatever reason, do they go back to the hexagon cup?
A: Yes.

Q: In a 5+ player game, how many and which types of 
monsters are supposed to come out of each gate? How 
many are hexagon monsters?
A: Three monsters: 2 normal, 1 hexagon.

Q: When investigators draw a monster token for any rea-
son other than when a gate opens or when a monster surge 
occurs (for example, as a result of a location encounter), 
do the monsters come from the normal monster cup or the 
hex cup?
A: The monster token is drawn from the normal monster 
cup.
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